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One issue frequently observed for decadal probabilistic forecasts is that they tend to
be not reliable and thus need to be re-calibrated. Methods for seasonal time scales
have to be adapted for decadal time scales, e.g. climate trend and lead time
dependent bias.
With DeFoReSt3, we proposed a Decadal Climate Forecast Recalibration Strategy to
tackle these problems. The original approach of DeFoReSt assumes 3rd and 2nd order
polynomials to capture lead year dependent errors and 1st order for start time
dependency. Here, we propose not to restrict orders a priori but use a systematic
model selection strategy based on non-homogeneous boosting to identify the
relevant predictors for recalibrating the MiKlip decadal prediction system.
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3. Apply model selection to decadal forecasts
Data:
• Surface temperature
• MPI-ESM-LR, preop
• 10 ensemble member

• Start years: 1961-2015
• Annual mean

Fair-CRPSS of Preop with recalibration with model selection (𝑓𝑀𝑆) w.r.t. to recalibration without model selction (𝑓𝐶𝑎𝑙) (left panels) and
Historical runs (right panels) for lead years 1-4 (top) and 6-9 (bottom). The dotted grid points indicate significant changes w.r.t. to Historical
runs. The significance was calculated with a 500-wise bootstrapping approach.

Model selection with Non-homogenous boosting3:

2. A model selection method for DeFoReSt

Decadal forecast recalibration strategy (DeFoReSt) 4:
• This approach accounts for a lead and start year dependent 

unconditional bias (drift),  conditional bias and conditional ens.
dispersion.

• Assumption: the forecast distribution is Gaussian, thus

 Find an a, b, d that minimize the negative log-Likelihood L:

• Orders of 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛿 are fixed a priori!
• Is there a better approach?
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𝑂𝑗: Observation at time step j

t : Start year
𝜏: Lead year

𝑓𝐶𝑎𝑙: Calibrated Forecast
𝜇 𝑡, 𝜏 : Ensemble mean

𝜎2(𝑡, 𝜏): Ens. variance 

𝜑: PDF of std. norm. distribution
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(For a Gaussian assumption & mean over N time steps)

Characteristic problems of  decadal forecasts:

• limited number of hindcasts
• dependence on lead years (drift)

1. Introduction

What is a good Probabilistic forecast?

„... an important goal is to maximize sharpness without sacrificing calibration.“ 2,6

Sharpness:
Forecasts take a risk, i.e. are frequently
different from the climatological value?

Calibration or reliability:
„Ensemble members are reliable if the
MSE between the ensemble mean and
observations is identical to the time
mean intra-ensemble variance.“

Problems of probabilistic decadal forecasts:

„... ensemble distributions typically underestimate the true forecast uncertainty 
and tend to be overconfident ...“ 5    → Adjust ensemble spread

Exemplary drift of a decadal toy model (colored lines) with associated pseudo-observations (black line) before (left) and after
recalibration with DeFoReSt (right). The dotted lines represent the ensemble minimum/maximum.

• different climate trends
• Ens. spread is dependent from lead

and start year

• Model selection with boosting shows a major influence of linear start year dependency.
• Recalibration with model selection (𝑓𝑀𝑆) shows only a minor skill improvement w.r.t.

DeFoReSt (𝑓𝐶𝑎𝑙) but is more robust.
• Model selected recalibration is superior to Historical runs for lead years 1-4 and 6-9.

 Outlook: Also use a polynomial approach for start years.

• Observation: HadCRUT4
• Reference: Historical runs
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• Number of predictors is increased in order to catch all features:  

• Best set of coeff. can be
found by cross-validation
(CV).

• Thus, not relevant para-
meters are zero.

• Boosting iteratively increases model coefficients.
• Most relevant parameters are increased first.

Identified coefficients for uncond. bias (blue bars), cond. bias (red
bars), uncond. dispersion (orange bars) and cond. dispersion (green
bars) for preop. The coefficients are standardized, i.e. higher values
implying a higher relevance.

Identified  coefficients after boosting. (Global mean) 

Top: Global mean preop-Lr before (left) and after (right)
recalibration with model selection (colored lines). The black line
represents HadCRUT4.

Fair-CRPSS: 𝒇𝑴𝑺 𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒐𝒑 vs. Historical
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Validation of recalibration with model selection:
• Continuous ranked probability skill score (CRPSS) is used for validation:

𝐶𝑅𝑃𝑆𝑆 = 1 −
𝐶𝑅𝑃𝑆𝐹𝑐.

𝐶𝑅𝑃𝑆𝑅𝑒𝑓.

• Fair-CRPSS is independent from different ensemble sizes1

• All Scores were calculated in a cross-validation setting.

𝐶𝑅𝑃𝑆𝑆 > 0: Forecast is more skillful than ref.
𝐶𝑅𝑃𝑆𝑆 < 0: Ref. is superior to forecast.

4. Summary & conclusions

Fair-CRPSS: 𝒇𝑴𝑺(𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒐𝒑) vs. 𝒇𝑪𝒂𝒍(𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒐𝒑)


